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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

MTSS-mba Membership Benefits Administration Software for Private and TaftHartley Employee Benefit Funds Offers New Arbitration Document Support
Module
Jun 10, 2016 – Gaithersburg, MD – Talbot Business Solutions, LLC, a premier software solutions
provider, announced today the release of the Arbitration Document Support Module (ADS) for its
cloud based Employee Benefits Administration software product, MTSS-mba.
The new ADS module offers those charged with managing arbitration and unfair labor practice
cases, a central repository for the document and status history associated with the life cycle of those
cases. Case records are each created by entering their key data elements. They can then be
retrieved by any one, or combination of those elements. Case related documents are scanned in and
linked to their cases. Each document may include hundreds of pages or just one, depending on how
the user wishes to group them. Security is implemented so that users may have read only or readwrite access to information.
Using the MTSS-mba ADS module, case documents, either open or closed, can be retrieved and
referenced for language and settlement terms that may bear on current cases. Searches can be
performed on date filed, local union, legal representative, open status and many other criteria.
Reports can be generated according to case status for distribution among responsible parties.
The new ADS module, which can be integrated into an existing MTSS-mba installation, or stand
alone, is now available in the general release of MTSS-mba. TPA versions will be available soon.
MTSS-mba is a mature, cloud based, feature-rich and powerful enterprise solution that efficiently
manages membership and eligibility data for various types of benefit programs including Health and
Welfare, Pension, Legal Services and others. Difficult research tasks such as data verification, are
greatly streamlined by the integrated document imaging system which provides instant visual access
to scanned source documents.
MTSS-mba has a customizable, modular design that affords seamless integration to accommodate
any work-flow environment -- from the simplest single fund entity to the most complicated multi-fund,
multi-entity organization having hundreds of thousands of benefit participants.
MTSS-mba enables benefit administrators to easily manage their data - AND - conserve resources
by reducing expenses and increasing revenue collections.
###
About Talbot Business Solutions, LLC - Located in Gaithersburg MD and provides benefit
eligibility administration software solutions to those serving the private and Taft-Hartley Employee
Benefits community. MTSS-mba is a cloud based, highly integrated and customized software
application that streamlines the data management required to administer benefits programs. To
learn more about MTSS-mba or our other solutions, please call (301) 825-9750, send email to
info(at)MTSS-mba(dot)com or visit online at www.MTSS-mba.com.
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